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In a paper contributed to the Combinatorics Symposium of the 
American Mathematical Society held at Los Angeles in March 1968, 
and published in 1971 [l] Basil Gordon proved the following lemma on 
standard tableaux: 
“If Tl , T, ,..., TV is the set of standard tableaux corresponding to a 
partition z-, and P(T,) and Q(Ti) denote respectively the set of integers 
which are ‘southwest’ and ‘northeast’ of their successors in Ti , then 
PV,), N’,),..., W’J and 
Q(TA Q(TzL QW 
are permutations of one another.” 
The purpose of this note is to point out that this result does not need 
the quite intricate proof given by Gordon. It follows at once from the 
following considerations: 
(1) There is a one-to-one correspondence between the standard 
tableaux of Z- and those of its conjugate r’, established by interchanging 
rows and columns; 
(2) Q(TJ, Q(r,),..., Q(T,,) is simply the same set (in the same order) 
as 
W,‘), f’V,‘L.., f’(Tv’), 
where Ti’ is the standard tableau for Z-’ obtained by interchanging rows 
and columns in Ti . 
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